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Point Cloud Data
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Abstract— Unstructured point clouds of varying sizes are1

increasingly acquired in a variety of environments through2

laser triangulation or Light Detection and Ranging (LiDAR).3

Predicting a vector response based on unstructured point clouds4

is a common problem that arises in a wide variety of applications.5

The current literature relies on several pre-processing steps such6

as structured subsampling and feature extraction to analyze the7

point cloud data. Those techniques lead to quantization artifacts8

and do not consider the relationship between the regression9

response and the point cloud during pre-processing. Therefore,10

we propose a general and holistic “Bayesian Nonlinear Tensor11

Learning and Modeler” (ANTLER) to model the relationship12

of unstructured, varying-size point cloud data with a vector13

response. The proposed ANTLER simultaneously optimizes a14

nonlinear tensor dimensionality reduction and a nonlinear regres-15

sion model with a 3D point cloud input and a regression response.16

ANTLER can consider the complex data representation, high-17

dimensionality, and inconsistent size of the 3D point cloud data.18

Note to Practitioners—This paper is motivated by a real-world19

case study concerning the prediction of the transmission error20

and eccentricity based on unstructured point clouds of varying21

sizes in gear manufacturing. In the current state-of-the-art22

method, those characteristics can only be obtained via expensive23

and time-consuming Finite Element Analysis (FEA) or test24

benches. The proposed ANTLER framework can directly link25

the measurement point clouds with a vector response and serves26

as a guiding example for the immense potential of the ANTLER.27

Index Terms— Unstructured point cloud data, nonlinear28

point cloud regression, nonlinear tensor decomposition, high-29

dimensional modeling.30

I. INTRODUCTION31

THREE-DIMENSIONAL (3D) point cloud acquisition32

devices, such as laser scanners for surface modeling33

and geometric reconstruction, have created vast amounts of34
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the unstructured point cloud from in-line 3D
measurement and transmission error.

unstructured 3D point clouds. Previous work has mainly 35

addressed the segmentation [1] and classification [2] of objects 36

based on point clouds. However, the nonlinear modeling of 37

high-dimensional point cloud data in the engineering domain 38

with limited sample sizes has received little attention. To this 39

end, it is necessary to propose a holistic one-step framework 40

that can combine extraction of nonlinear features and esti- 41

mation of a nonlinear relationship between unstructured point 42

clouds and a vector response. Such modeling problems based 43

on point clouds have essential applications, for example, in the 44

manufacturing domain. In additive manufacturing (AM), the 45

prediction of part distortion [3] based on the 3D layer shapes 46

for a given process setting relies heavily on time-consuming 47

FEA, which is infeasible for in-process functional quantifica- 48

tion and verification. A holistic machine learning approach to 49

directly predict the response (e.g., part distribution) is needed 50

for in-process monitoring. The application that motivated this 51

research is the prediction of the transmission error of gears 52

based on in-line 3D measurement data (Fig. 1). An essential 53

key quality indicator for gears to quantify the manufacturing 54

shape inaccuracies is the transmission error. In the current 55

state-of-the-art, the modeling of the relationship between 56

the shape and the transmission error depends on expensive 57

experiments or time-consuming FEA simulations. The shape 58

inaccuracies and deviations are the main determining factor 59

for key quality indicators such as the transmission error. 60

Therefore, the shape of each manufactured gear is measured 61

with optical metrology, resulting in a 3D point cloud. Then we 62

directly relate those 3D shapes represented by point clouds to 63

the resulting transmission error via our ANTLER framework. 64
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Fig. 2. Unstructured and irregular structure of point clouds.

To calculate the transmission error for one manufactured65

gear, the gear is meshed with a “master” gear, representing the66

ideal gear design. Therefore, the measured transmission error67

will be solely caused by the manufactured gear and not by the68

master gear it is meshed with. For details on this procedure,69

we refer interested readers to Vincent et al. [4].70

The point clouds presented in the micro gear case study71

(Section V) exhibit a highly unstructured point distribution72

(see zooms in Figure 1) due to the acquisition by optical73

metrology. They are not organized on a structured grid but74

exhibit an irregular structure, with no clear pattern. The75

acquisition technique also results in a varying number of76

measurement points across samples.77

The main goal of this article is to propose a novel non-78

linear regression method to quantify the relationship between79

unstructured, varying-size point clouds and a scalar or multi-80

variate, vector response. However, there are significant chal-81

lenges in achieving this objective due to the complex data82

format of the unstructured 3D point clouds:83

• Unstructured: Typically, there is no prior structure of84

the set of 3D coordinates for complex shapes. In par-85

ticular, their data structure is not topologically aware,86

and the spatial neighboring relationship among points is87

unknown, which leads to significant modeling challenges88

for nonlinear point cloud regression. For unstructured89

point cloud data, each point is independent and the90

distance to neighboring points is not fixed as illustrated in91

Fig. 2 a). Furthermore, the distribution of points is irregu-92

lar: widely used devices such as laser scanners or LiDAR93

lead to sparse and dense point cloud regions (Fig. 2 b)94

based on the acquisition conditions (e.g., illumination).95

• High dimensionality: Point clouds are spatially dense,96

containing a large number of measurement points97

(e.g., millions) in each sample, which poses significant98

computational challenges.99

• Limited sample size: On the contrary, the number of100

samples in engineering applications is typically very101

limited and much smaller than the number of dimensions.102

• Varying size: The number of measurement points varies103

per sample, making the adaptation of machine learning104

techniques challenging because most machine learning105

models require designed input training data with a regular106

structure and fixed dimensionality. The reason for the107

varying number of measurement points lies in the acquisi-108

tion by commonly used devices such as laser scanners or109

LiDAR. Those devices will detect a different number of110

points based on the measurement conditions (e.g., illumi-111

nation, rain). For a detailed discussion, we refer interested112

readers to Fukuchi and Shiina [5] and Filgueira et al. [6].113

To tackle those challenges, existing research has mainly 114

focused on combining dimensionality reduction and regression 115

models for structured point cloud data. The structure allows the 116

efficient representation of the point clouds as tensors [7]. How- 117

ever, these methods cannot be applied directly to unstructured 118

point cloud data without subsampling or interpolation, which 119

typically only preserves global spatial information while losing 120

local spatial information. In particular, detail-level spatial 121

information such as local features or anomalies are lost. For 122

a more detailed review of the tensor-based structured point 123

cloud methods, readers are referred to Section II. A. 124

Recently, several deep learning-based methods have been 125

proposed for unstructured point cloud data [1], [8]. These 126

methods can learn the low-dimensional representation directly 127

from the raw point cloud data but require a large number of 128

training samples, which may not be feasible in engineering 129

applications. For a more detailed review of the deep-learning- 130

based point cloud data regression and classification, please 131

refer to Section II. C. 132

To address these aforementioned challenges, we propose a 133

novel method, namely “Bayesian Nonlinear Tensor Learning 134

and Modeler” (ANTLER), to model the unstructured, varying- 135

size point cloud data by adopting a Variational Autoen- 136

coder (VAE) with a novel loss function to simultaneously 137

optimize the nonlinear dimensionality reduction via nonlinear 138

tensor decomposition and nonlinear regression while preserv- 139

ing the computational efficiency. The unified approach can 140

learn the low-dimensional data representation most correlated 141

to the response data. Furthermore, we leverage a voxel-based 142

representation and a Bayesian nonlinear tensor decomposition 143

to mitigate the drawbacks of unstructured, varying-size point 144

clouds and deep learning models prone to overfitting on 145

small-medium datasets. Voxel representations have not gained 146

immense popularity due to their sparsity and voluminous 147

structure. We show that with our carefully designed sampling 148

strategy (Algorithm 1), voxel representations are a promising 149

way to structure unstructured data, and we anticipate a revived 150

interest in Voxels based on our efforts. The regularization of 151

deep neural networks (i.e., VAE) with tensor decompositions 152

provides a novel angle to boost the performance on small to 153

medium-sized datasets. Additionally, the regularization pro- 154

motes the diversity of the latent embeddings. We show how to 155

effectively leverage Variational Autoencoders for supervised 156

(point cloud) learning tasks. We cast the ANTLER loss 157

optimization into the stochastic gradient descent framework 158

to enable a wide adaptation of our proposed methodology 159

in existing deep learning software. Point cloud regression 160

frameworks are currently not included in the taxonomy of 3D 161

learning tasks [9]. By introducing this problem setup to the 162

research community, we hope to spur more interest in this 163

area with high industry relevance. 164

The remainder of the article is organized as follows. 165

Section II gives a brief literature review on point cloud 166

modeling. Then the proposed ANTLER framework for an 167

unstructured, varying-size 3D point cloud input and a vector 168

response is introduced in Section III. Section IV validates 169

the proposed methodology by using simulated data with two 170

different types of unstructured point clouds. Furthermore, 171
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the performance of the proposed method is compared with172

existing benchmark methods in terms of estimation accuracy173

and computational time. In Section V, we conduct a real-world174

case study for predicting the functional response in gear175

manufacturing applications. Finally, we conclude the article176

with a short discussion and an outline of future work in177

Section VI.178

II. LITERATURE REVIEW179

In this section, we will review three major categories180

of methods for point cloud modeling problems, including181

tensor regression, feature extraction-based, and deep learning182

methods. We note, to the best of our knowledge, that no183

existing research has directly addressed regression problems184

with unstructured, varying-size 3D point clouds as inputs and185

scalar or multivariate responses. A wide variety of machine186

learning methods, such as traditional regression methods,187

do not apply to this problem since vectorized unstructured188

point clouds are not permutation invariant. Therefore, their189

spatial relationship cannot be preserved because the order of190

measured locations in the vectorized format may change with191

every sample. Consequently, the remainder of this section192

only reviews methods that can be extended to model the193

unstructured point clouds. Most of the latter methods cannot194

implicitly handle input point clouds of varying sizes.195

A. Tensor Regression Techniques for Structured Point Cloud196

Data197

While classical regression techniques treat covariates as198

vectors, the rise of sensing technology and high-dimensional199

(heterogeneous) data has led to covariates of more complex200

forms such as multidimensional arrays, also known as tensors.201

However, these methods require the efficient representation202

of the data as a tensor. Therefore, in the domain of point203

cloud data, the data type of structured point cloud has been204

the focus of attention. In structured point clouds, the data lies205

in a predefined grid and can be efficiently represented as a206

tensor. In this direction, Yan et al. [7] proposed a regularized207

tensor regression for structured point cloud data analysis,208

which links variational patterns of point clouds (response)209

and to the process variables (inputs). Gahrooei et al. [10]210

have proposed a multiple tensor-on-tensor (MTOT) regression211

framework to model the behavior of a system as a function212

of heterogeneous sets of data, such as scalars, waveform213

signals, images, or structured point clouds. Wang et al. [11]214

proposed an augmented tensor regression model for settings215

with missing data. By integrating tensor regression and tensor216

completion, they can handle scenarios where measurements of217

the 3D point clouds are incomplete.218

In the field of nonlinear tensor regressions, Kossaifi et al.219

[12] developed a novel neural network component, namely220

Tensor Regression Layers (TRL), which map high-order ten-221

sors to an output of arbitrary order. TRL leverages the multilin-222

ear structure of the input tensor by enforcing a low multilinear223

rank of the regression weight tensor. This allows the projection224

to a low-rank subspace that jointly models the input and the225

output. In this direction, Kim et al. [13] proposed to apply226

Tucker decomposition to the convolutional kernel tensors 227

of a pretrained network. Novikov et al. [14] compress fully 228

connected layers by imposing a low-rank tensor structure via 229

the Tensor-Train format. Imaizumi and Hazashi [15] proposed 230

a nonparametric tensor regression that models the nonlinearity 231

by decomposing the regression function into simple local 232

functions by incorporating low-rank tensor decomposition. 233

Zhou et al. [16] utilize polynomial splines and elastic net 234

penalization to model the nonlinearity in tensor regression 235

nonparametrically. 236

However, these methods have the limitation that they are 237

generic tensor regression approaches, which do not consider 238

the specific spatial structure and characteristics of 3D point 239

clouds. 240

B. Feature Extraction-Based Approach for Point Cloud Data 241

The current literature on point cloud modeling mainly uti- 242

lizes a two-step approach, which first extracts useful features 243

and then uses them as input to an off-the-shelf predictive 244

model. A wide range of features such as dissimilarity metrics 245

[17], principal components [18], or geometric features [19] 246

have been proposed to this end. Furthermore, several methods 247

are based on tensor voting [2], [20], [21]. For example, 248

Du et al. [2] proposed a tensor voting-based surface anomaly 249

classification approach based on 3D point cloud data. Features 250

obtained from the point clouds via saliency derivation and 251

sharp point selection are used to train a sparse multiclass 252

surface anomaly classifier. 253

C. Deep Learning Methods for Point Cloud Data 254

Recently, deep learning methods have been developed for 255

classification and object segmentation of the point cloud data 256

due to a large amount of public 3D point cloud datasets. Most 257

prominently, [1] proposed a deep neural network (PointNet) 258

that uses point cloud inputs for various 3D recognition tasks 259

such as object classification, part segmentation, and semantic 260

segmentation. Early works utilize the distribution of the points 261

to aid the classification of 3D objects [22]. Another direction 262

of deep learning research utilizes graph neural networks for 263

object detection [8], classification [23], and segmentation [24]. 264

In particular, [8] encodes the point cloud efficiently in a fixed 265

radius near-neighbors graph and then utilizes a graph neural 266

network to predict the category and shape of objects. Similarly, 267

[23] proposed a graph attention-based point neural network to 268

learn shape representations from point clouds. [24] utilized 269

spectral graph theory to represent point cloud features as 270

signals on a graph and applied a graph convolutional neural 271

network on the graph Laplacian matrix. 272

Recently, a wide range of new deep learning methods 273

have been proposed to classify or segment the point cloud 274

data. PointNet++ [25] was introduced as an extension to the 275

seminal PointNet paper. Grid-GCN [26] uses a novel data 276

structuring strategy to improve spatial coverage while reducing 277

the time complexity for fast and scalable point cloud learning. 278

RepSurf-U [27] is the current state-of-the-art benchmark on 279

ModelNet40. RepSurf-U uses a novel representation, that 280

explicitly learns local structures in point clouds, which is 281
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highly relevant for regression tasks. Here, we refer readers282

to Guo et al. [9] for a detailed review of deep learning in 3D283

point cloud learning.284

The major drawback of those deep learning methods is285

the difficulty in capturing sparse local features and that they286

are not sample efficient. Therefore, they are not suitable287

for engineering applications with small engineering tolerance288

and consequent high precision requirements for discriminative289

models. Additionally, those techniques can lead to computa-290

tional challenges due to the high dimensionality of the point291

clouds. The large number of model parameters to be estimated292

can also require a very large number of training samples.293

Therefore, it may lead to overfitting or inaccurate models,294

especially when the number of training samples is small.295

In summary, there is very limited work on regressions with296

unstructured point cloud input and vector output, which can297

address the aforementioned challenges. This paper fills these298

research gaps and proposes a method for the prediction of299

scalar or vector responses based on an unstructured, varying-300

size point cloud input.301

III. ANTLER METHODOLOGY302

In this section, we introduce the ANTLER framework as303

an approach to model a vector response as a function of an304

unstructured, varying-size 3D point cloud input.305

We assume that a set of unstructured 3D input point clouds306

of size N is available, denoted as Xi ∈ R
3×Mi of varying-size307

Mi and a response vector Yi ∈ R
p, where p is the number of308

outputs, and i is the sample index. The ANTLER framework309

first represents the unstructured point cloud X as a binary310

tensor B utilizing a voxel-based representation (Section III.A).311

Afterward, an efficient sampling strategy (Section III.B) is312

utilized to obtain a balanced sampling tensor D.313

Subsequently, a Streaming Nonlinear Bayesian Tensor314

Decomposition (SNBTD [28]) (Section III.C) is utilized to315

obtain a low dimensional embedding U of the binary tensor B.316

In particular, random Fourier features are used to obtain a317

sparse spectrum Gaussian Process (GP) decomposition model.318

In Section III.D, we link the low dimensional embedding U319

and the vector response Y via a nonlinear regression method.320

In particular, Y = gθr (U) + E , where θr are the model321

parameters to be estimated, and E is the error tensor.322

Finally, we utilize a Variational Autoencoder (VAE) with a323

novel ANTLER loss to simultaneously learn the low dimen-324

sional embedding U and find the nonlinear regression rela-325

tionship between U and the response Y . Interested readers326

are referred to Doersch [29] and the references therein for a327

detailed review of the VAE framework.328

The unified framework for the simultaneous optimization329

of the decomposition of the binary tensor B into the low330

dimensional embedding U and regression function (i.e., Y =331

g(U)) enables manifold learning (Section III.E) to capture332

the essential information necessary for the discriminative task333

and optimize the proposed representation. This procedure is334

summarized in Figure 3.335

The main underlying assumption for the ANTLER336

framework is the manifold hypothesis, which states that337

Fig. 3. Proposed ANTLER framework.

Fig. 4. Process to obtain structured fixed-size binary 3D tensor from
unstructured varying-size point cloud.

high-dimensional observations typically lie in a much lower- 338

dimensional, not necessarily linear, manifold. 339

A. Binary 3D Tensor Representation of Point Cloud Data 340

Several approaches to represent surfaces of 3D objects, 341

such as triangular meshes or graphs, have been proposed in 342

the literature. However, there are three main requirements 343

regarding the representation of unstructured, varying-size point 344

clouds: 345

1. Representation should consider the spatial correlation struc- 346

ture in unstructured point clouds. 347

2. Representations should respect the permutation invariance 348

of the input point clouds [1]. 349

3. Representations should have fixed dimensions instead of 350

the original varying dimensions of the point cloud data. 351

Therefore, we take advantage of the volumetric voxel repre- 352

sentation of point clouds [30]. This approach allows the trans- 353

formation of unstructured point clouds into regular voxel grids. 354

Each voxel contains a Boolean occupancy status (i.e., occupied 355

by measurement point or unoccupied). 356

In our setting, the original point cloud Xi is represented as 357

a binary 3D tensor Bi utilizing a 3D grid sufficiently larger 358

than the measurement object to ensure all measurement data 359

is contained inside the grid (Fig. 4a). On this cube, a 3D 360

structured grid with a prespecified grid width and height is 361

defined. Then each grid will be assigned binary values: If 362

there are measurement points in Bi , the value in that particular 363

grid region Bi is assigned as 1. If there is no measurement 364

point in a region, the corresponding region will have entry 0 365

(Fig.4b and 4c). 366

The recommended strategy for selecting the grid size is 367

as follows: The grid size is determined by starting from a 368

prespecified (small) grid size (e.g., 100 × 100 × 100). Then, 369

the resolution of the grids is increased until the number of 370

non-zero elements in the binary tensor is equal to the number 371

of measurement points in each training sample. While repre- 372

senting the point cloud in a grid structure is a discretization or 373

approximation technique, our sampling strategy of selecting 374

one measurement point per cube ensures that no significant 375
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Fig. 5. Effect of voxel grid resolution.

information loss occurs. The illustration in Figure 5 shows,376

that with increasing voxel grid resolution the information loss377

of the voxel representation compared to the original point378

cloud vanishes.379

We note that due to the subsequent balanced sampling380

(Algorithm 1) the grid size of each sample is not required381

to be the same for each sample.382

The main reasons for selecting the voxel-based represen-383

tation are two-fold: Firstly, they allow the efficient estima-384

tion of occupied and unoccupied space from a wide range385

of measurements, even when the measurement conditions386

(e.g., acquisition angle, lighting conditions) are changing.387

Secondly, they can be stored and manipulated with efficient388

data structures such as tensors. While this process increases389

the dimensionality of the data, it keeps the spatial information390

of the point cloud and is a remedy for the unstructured and391

varying size of the raw point cloud data Xi ∈ R
3×Mi . Other392

processing techniques to deal with the varying size would393

require sampling strategies. This leads to a loss in resolution or394

quantization artifacts. We note that the voxel-based representa-395

tion of point clouds has already been proposed almost 40 years396

ago [31], but has not gained enough popularity due to the397

inefficiency of such representations. This is due to the extreme398

data sparsity and the computational cost, given that many399

tensor voxel entries would be empty, and the dimensionality400

of the voxel representation is typically high. To this end,401

in Section III.B, we propose how an efficient sampling strategy402

can learn the representation from very sparse binary voxel403

tensors.404

B. Efficient Balanced Sampling Method for Extremely Sparse405

Tensors406

We first would like to point out that the original SNBTD407

algorithm suffers from data imbalance issues, given that the408

number of non-zero entries is extremely sparse. This would409

make the learning algorithm extremely biased towards the zero410

entries by reconstructing all entries as zero. For example, in the411

case study presented in Section V, we can achieve an average412

accuracy of 99.7% by only reconstructing zero entries since413

the binary only contains 0.3% non-zero entries on average.414

To address this extreme sparsity issue, we utilize a balanced415

sampling algorithm for the entries of a binary tensor sample416

Bi and obtain a 4D array Di with a balanced number of zero417

and non-zero entries. The key idea of the sampling strategy418

is as follows: The k-nearest neighborhood sampling imitates419

the shape of the measurement objects by learning the surface420

boundary in the vicinity of the measurements. If domain421

Fig. 6. Illustration of Algorithm 1.

knowledge is available about surface boundaries in the vicinity 422

of the measurement points, it can be incorporated into the 423

selection of meaningful entries for training. The realization of 424

this sampling strategy is shown in Algorithm 1. 425

Algorithm 1 Binary Tensor to 4D Array Sampling Strategy
Input:

Binary Tensor representation Bi (with entries b j ) of unstructured-
varying size point clouds Xi obtained via strategy from Section
III.A
Mi : Number of nonzero elements in each sample i
Mr : upper bound on grid elements to sample
Mt,i : total number of grid elements in each sample i

Result:
Di : Balanced 4D sampling array

Algorithm:
Initialize: Mr = 2 · max

i=1,...,n
Mi ,Di ∈ R

4×Mr , j= 1, . . . , Mt,i , c = 0

for j= 1, . . . , Mt,i

if b j = 1
Di,c,· =

(
x j , y j , z j , bj

)
, c = c + 1

else if
jz =

{
j
∣∣b j = 0

}
Sample Mi elements of jz in the k = 1 nearest neighborhood

Di,c,· =
(
x jz , y jz , z jz , bjz

)
, c = c+ 1

if 2 · Mi < Mr

Randomly sample Mr − 2 · Mi elements of jz
Di,c,· =

(
x jz , y jz , z jz , bjz

)
, c = c+ 1

end if c = Mr

The intuitive idea of Algorithm 1 is explained as follows: 426

After we have obtained 3D point clouds by measuring a 427

3D object, we represent the point clouds as voxels. Then 428

we perform kNN sampling selecting points in the vicinity 429

of the surface (green grid elements in Figure 6). Then we 430

obtain a 4D sampling array D by representing the empty 431

points in the surface vicinity as well as the grid elements with 432

measurement points (red grid elements in Figure 6) by their 433

cartesian coordinate and occupancy status. 434

This algorithm enables the estimation of meaningful tensor 435

decomposition and significantly reduces the computational 436

effort of evaluating the voluminous binary tensor representa- 437

tion. This is a remedy for the drawbacks of the volumetric and 438

sparse point cloud voxel representation. We note that the input 439

point clouds have a varying number of points Mi , which will 440

lead to a varying number of non-zero entries in the binary 441

tensor Bi . However, to utilize the VAE-based framework 442

introduced in Section III.D, we define a conservative upper 443

bound of Mr elements to ensure a fixed input dimension 444

to the VAE. To determine Mr , we first select the training 445

sample with the largest number of points from the training 446
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set denoted by Mi,max . Then Mr is conservatively chosen as447

Mr = 1.3 · Mi,max . If the number of measurement points448

is expected to vary based on the measurement technique,449

an appropriate upper bound can be selected accordingly.450

Consequently, when all Mi non-zero entries of the binary451

tensor Bi are sampled, at most Mr /2 non-zero elements will452

be contained in the binary sampling tensor Di .453

C. Streaming Nonlinear Bayesian Tensor Decomposition454

(SNBTD) via Stream Patch Processing455

To take advantage of the superior performance of Bayesian456

Tensor decompositions on small datasets, we will regularize457

the VAE embeddings in Section III.D with the low dimen-458

sional embeddings USN BT D . Those embeddings are obtained459

by the SNBTD method, which decomposes the binary sam-460

pling tensor Di that was obtained from the binary point cloud461

representation Bi of the unstructured, varying-size point cloud462

samples Xi (Algorithm 1). To make the SNBTD method463

applicable to the proposed ANTLER framework, several464

aspects need to be modified. The binary tensors in the pro-465

posed framework are extremely sparse (e.g., 0.3% non-zero466

entries for micro gear dataset (Section V) and also very high467

dimensional (e.g., 1000 × 1000 × 1000 = 1 Billion entries468

for micro gear dataset). The SNBTD method, on the other469

hand, is essentially a sparse spectrum approximation of the470

Gaussian process decomposition model. This sparse spectrum471

approximation relies on a small set of pseudo inputs, which472

have a Gaussian distribution prior. For extremely sparse input473

tensors, this will lead to a bias towards zero, so only zero474

entries would be reconstructed. To this end, we proposed an475

efficient sampling strategy in Section III.B (Algorithm 1). This476

allows us to obtain a balanced dataset representing the 3D477

shape of the measured objects. As an output of Algorithm 1478

(Section III.B), the unstructured point clouds of varying size479

Xi , which had been represented as a binary tensor Bi , are480

finally represented as a 4D vector Di (i, bi), where i denotes481

the x,y, and z-coordinates of the binary tensor Bi and the482

tensor entry value is denoted by bi (i.e., 0 or 1). Furthermore,483

we denote a K -mode tensor by X ∈ R
d1×...×dK , where each484

mode k consists of dk entries. For decomposition, we introduce485

K latent embedding matrices U = {
U 1, . . . , U K

}
to represent486

the entries in all K modes. Each U k is dk × rk and the487

rows are the embedding vectors of the nodes in mode k.488

Furthermore, the entries of the latent embeddings are denoted489

by uk
jt =

[
U k

]
j t

. We aim to reconstruct X (in our case D)490

from U .491

The workflow of the SNBTD Streaming Patch Processing492

consists of the following steps:493

1) Prior Initialization: The SNBTD method is based on494

a nonlinear decomposition with random Fourier features.495

The spectral representation of the stationary kernel function496

is therefore drawn from M independent frequencies S =497

[s1, . . . , sM ]T . Next, we sample a feature weight vector w498

from p(w) = N
(

w | 0, k(0)
M I

)
. For details, we refer inter-499

ested readers to [28]. The rank of the latent embedding500

R = ∑
k

rk . For patch processing, the factorized posterior501

of the binary tensor 502

q(U, S, w) =
∏K

k=1

∏dk

j=1

∏rk

t=1
q(uk

jt) 503

×
∏M

m=1

∏R

j=1
q(smj ) · q(w) (1) 504

is initialized with the prior, where each q
(

uk
jt

)
= 505

N
(

uk
jt |μk

j t, v
k
j t

)
, q

(
smj

) = N (
smj | αmj , ρmj

)
, q(w) = 506

N (w | η,�), and the first and second moments as μk
j t = 507

Epb

[
uk

jt

]
, and vk

j t = Epb

[
uk2

j t

]
− Epb

[
uk

jt

]2
, respectively. 508

We refer interested readers to [28] for further details. If some 509

engineering knowledge about the shape of the objects is 510

available beforehand, a more informative prior distribution can 511

be specified. 512

2) Stream Patch Processing: Patches Pi of the sample Dt 513

arrive during training and need to be processed to update the 514

posterior. 515

a) Blending distribution: All data points in the current 516

patch are then utilized to construct a blending distribution 517

pb
(
θpb

) = pb
(
θpb\smj

)
pb

(
smj | θpb\smj

)
, (2) 518

where θpb = {U, S, w}, θpb\smj = θpb smj and pb
(
smj | θpb\smj

) ∝ 519

q(smj)
∏

in∈Bt
�(

(
2bin − 1

)
wT φ(xi)). 520

b) Parallel update: Next, {q(
smj

)}, {q
(

uk
jt

)
} and q(w) is 521

updated in parallel with conditional moment matching coupled 522

with Gaussian-Hermite quadrature and Taylor approximation 523

to ensure computational tractability [28]. 524

c) Updated posterior: Based on the computations in 525

step 2.b. the posterior q(·) from Eq. 2 is updated. This 526

process is repeated until all patches Pi in each sample Dt 527

are processed. 528

The dimension of the latent embeddings R is selected 529

via binary search to find the smallest possible dimension 530

that achieves a 99.5% reconstruction performance based on 531

Cross-validation. 532

Another challenge is the high dimensionality of those ten- 533

sors: to efficiently precompute the low dimensional embed- 534

dings USN BT D , which serves as an input to the VAE with 535

ANTLER loss, we adopt the streaming patch processing for 536

the SNBTD. This method allows the processing of observed 537

tensor entries in small patches by updating the posterior of 538

latent embeddings USN BT D , the weights w and the frequencies 539

S based on each patch of the sampling tensor Dt , without using 540

the previously accessed patches {P1, . . . , Pt−1}. The process 541

of streaming patch processing of the SNBTD is illustrated in 542

Figure 7. 543

D. Nonlinear Regression Approach 544

The goal of the proposed method, contrary to an abundance 545

of previous research in the field of tensor regressions, is to 546

model the relationship between the low dimensional embed- 547

ding U learned in Section III.C and the response Y with the 548

following nonlinear form: 549

Y = gθr (U)+ E, (3) 550
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Fig. 7. SNBTD streaming patch processing.

where θr are the model parameters of a nonlinear function551

g(·) to be estimated, and E is the error tensor. The pro-552

posed framework allows the integration of various off-the-shelf553

nonlinear regression methods such as random forests or deep554

neural networks. An appropriate method can be chosen based555

on cross-validation. This overcomes the extreme shortcoming556

of previous tensor regression methods [7], [10] that rely557

both on linear decomposition and linear regression techniques,558

deeming them impractical in many real-world engineering559

applications, which exhibit complex nonlinear structures.560

For the remainder of this paper, without loss of generality,561

we will utilize Deep Neural Networks (DNN) to perform the562

nonlinear regression task. This is due to the high expressivity563

of properly trained DNNs and the implicit self-regularization564

in DNNs derived by Martin et al. [32]. Even though the565

dimensionality of the binary tensor was significantly reduced566

due to Algorithm 1, the dimension of the low dimensional567

embeddings U is still relatively high, which considering the568

small sample size in many engineering applications may lead569

to overfitting and the curse of dimensionality. Therefore,570

we recommend utilizing regularization strategies in the esti-571

mation of θr to alleviate representational difficulties and bad572

generalization behavior. In particular, DNN training exhibits573

a Tikhonov-like form of self-regularization, which can be574

enhanced by explicit forms of regularization such as dropout575

and weight norm constraints. There is a “size scale” separating576

signal from noise. Therefore, by exploiting the generalization577

gap phenomena, smaller DNN (such as the ANTLER archi-578

tecture) can be regularized by simply changing the batch size.579

A batch size of 1 will lead to a more regularized model [32].580

Following these theoretical results, we recommend a batch size581

of 1 to achieve the maximal self-regularization in training with582

small sample sizes.583

The optimization of the network architecture is conducted584

based on common techniques such as grid search based on585

cross-validation.586

E. Unified ANTLER Framework for Efficient Inference587

In this section, we propose an efficient framework to simul-588

taneously optimize the components of the ANTLER frame-589

work and achieve a computationally tractable approximation of590

the nonlinear tensor decomposition introduced in Section III.C591

and the nonlinear regression method in Section III.D.592

The SNBTD has a time complexity of order593

O(N(
∑

k dkrk + M R + 4M2)) [28] which is prohibitive for594

an online setting. Typical values in the proposed setting are a595

sample size of N = 100 with dk = 1, 000, 000 (k = 1, 2, 3) 596

points in each sample, a dimension of each embedding vector 597

rk in the range 3-8, R = ∑
k rk and M = 128 independent 598

frequencies. To alleviate the computational burden of the 599

SNBTD, but still exploit its immense nonlinear tensor 600

decomposition capability and simultaneously update the 601

nonlinear tensor decomposition as well as the nonlinear 602

regression, we propose the following novel ANTLER loss 603

function: 604

Lφ,θ,θr (D)=
∑
Di∈D

log
1

S

S∑
j=1

pθ

(Di | z(j)
)

qφ

(
z(j) |Di

) 605

+ λ1 DK L
(

qφ(z | Di )
∥∥p(z)

)+λ2

∥∥μz−μUS N BT D

∥∥2
2 606

+ λ3

∥∥gθr (μz)−Y
∥∥2

2, (4) 607

where λ1, λ2, λ3 are tuning parameters, μz denotes the mean of 608

z, μUS N BT D denote the mean of the low dimensional embedding 609

U obtained via the SNBTD method and the reparameterization 610

trick is applied as z = g(ε, φ,Di ). The terms in the loss 611

function have the following interpretations: 612

The first two terms represent the original ELBO loss 613

function from the classical VAE. The first term denotes the 614

expected error in reconstructing the binary data tensor D 615

from z. The second term denotes the Kullback-Leibler (KL) 616

divergence, which ensures that auxiliary distribution q(z) is 617

close in terms of distribution to p(z). 618

The third term explicitly regularizes the solution of VAE 619

to approximate the mean of the low dimensional embedding 620

U obtained via SNBTD, μUS N BT D . The additional SNBTD loss 621

alleviates the drawback of VAEs, that priors are often highly 622

redundant due to i.i.d. assumptions on internal parameters [33]. 623

In contrast to vanilla VAEs, this allows the latent embeddings 624

to model the full range of statistical properties of the input 625

data. By enforcing the SNBTD properties, we promote diver- 626

sity in the latent variables, which is difficult to achieve in the 627

generative framework since VAEs typically learn “incorrect” 628

latent representations [34]. This is important since the salient 629

statistical properties of the low dimensional embedding will 630

be used for discrimination. Embeddings need to span the 631

space of possible data and represent diverse characteristics, 632

which is important for discriminative tasks. However, the 633

SNBTD method is not applied directly since the posterior 634

distribution does not have a closed-form expression. The 635

posterior optimization must rely on variational inference. This 636

is computationally expensive, especially when the number of 637

predictors is large. Therefore, it is necessary to find a more 638

computationally tractable way to represent the SNBTD low- 639

dimensional embeddings. Since a two-layer perceptron can 640

approximate any (nonlinear) function on a bounded region 641

[35], [36], a VAE can be used to approximate the posterior 642

distribution of the SNBTD without the need for the expensive 643

Bayesian inference. 644

Therefore, we can integrate the advantages of both deep 645

VAEs and Bayesian methods. We note that for λ2 = 0, 646

this SNBTD property of the VAE disappears. However, our 647

experimental results on the synthetic and gear datasets showed 648
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that including this term achieves significantly higher prediction649

performance.650

The fourth term models the nonlinear relationship between651

the mean μz of the low dimensional embeddings z and the652

response Y . By integrating this directly into the VAE, we can653

simultaneously estimate the nonlinear tensor decomposition654

and nonlinear regression in a one-step approach to alleviate655

the suboptimality of a two-step approach. Contrary to two-step656

approaches, this one-step approach enables the recognition of657

variation patterns that are correlated with the binary input658

tensor as verified in the simulation studies.659

Consequently, the ANTLER algorithm is given as follows.660

ANTLER: BAyesian Nonlinear Tensor Learning and
ModelER for Unstructured, Varying-Size Point Cloud Dat

Input:
X ∈ R

3×Mi×n , Y ∈ R
p×n : Dataset

qφ(z | D): Inference model
pθ (D | z): Generative model
gθr (z): Nonlinear regression model
λ1, λ2, λ3: Tuning parameters

Result:
φ, θ , θr : Learned parameters

Part 1: Binary Tensor Representation
Represent the unstructured varying-size point cloud samples
Xi ∈ R

3×Mi as binary tensors Bi ∈ R
dx,i×dy,i×dz,i (Section III.A)

Part 2: Efficient Balanced Sampling Method for Extremely Sparse
Tensors

Obtain D ∈ R
4×Mr×n from B utilizing Algorithm 1

Part 3: Streaming Nonlinear Bayesian Tensor Decomposition (SNBTD)
via Streaming patch processing

During training: Obtain low-dimensional SNBTD embeddings
USN BT D (Section III.C) to serve as a regularizer for Part 4

Part 4: VAE with ANTLER loss
(φ, θ , θr )← Initialize parameters
while SGD is not converged do

M ∼ D (Random minibatch of data)
ε ∼ p(ε) (Random noise for every data point in M

(Reparameterization trick))
Compute Lφ,θ,θr (M, ε) from Eq. 4 and its gradients
∇φ,θ,θr Lφ,θ,θr (M, ε)

Update φ, θ and θr using SGD optimizer
end

An important property of the proposed loss function is661

the fact that it allows joint optimization with respect to all662

parameters (φ, θ and θr ) using stochastic gradient descent663

(SGD) algorithm. The parameters φ, θ and θr can be initialized664

with random values and stochastically optimized until its665

convergence. Given the data is independent and identical666

distributed, the ANTLER objective is the sum (or average) of667

individual-datapoint ANTLERs, where SGD can be applied to668

the subset of data at a time:669

Lφ,θ,θr (D) =
∑

x∈D Lφ,θ,θr (x) (5)670

One challenge of computing the gradient in the SGD algo-671

rithm is that the individual-datapoint ANTLER, and its gra-672

dient ∇φ,θ,θrLφ,θ,θr (x), is intractable in general. However, for673

continuous latent variables and a differentiable encoder and674

generative model, the ANTLER loss can be differentiated with675

respect to φ, θ and θr through a change of variables, also676

called the reparameterization trick [37], [38]. More specifi- 677

cally, the gradients ∇φ,θ,θrLφ,θ,θr (M, ε) can be efficiently and 678

automatically calculated via backpropagation. This procedure 679

uses the information during the forward pass of model training 680

to compute the gradient in the backward pass by performing 681

the gradient operations in reverse order [39]. Therefore, we can 682

still perform SGD with automatic differentiation. 683

F. Tuning Parameter Selection 684

The ANTLER framework relies on three tuning para- 685

meters (λ1, λ2, λ3) in the loss function. λ1 corresponds to 686

the KL-divergence loss in the original ELBO loss function, 687

which serves as a regularizer to the low dimensional VAE 688

embeddings. This term which the representation space of z 689

to be meaningful and avoids overfitting. λ2 corresponds to 690

the term regularizing the VAE embeddings with the SNBTD 691

embeddings. The benefit of this procedure is to take advantage 692

of the Bayesian nonlinear, nonparametric tensor decomposition 693

methods on small datasets and avoid the drawbacks of VAE 694

embeddings mentioned in detail in Section III.E. Finally, λ3 695

corresponds to the regression loss (Section III.D), which is 696

the ultimate goal of the ANTLER framework. Therefore, this 697

tuning parameter will have the highest weight and will be the 698

objective function to be optimized during the tuning parameter 699

selection procedure described in the remainder of this section. 700

We note that the use of machine learning algorithms com- 701

monly involves careful tuning of learning parameters requiring 702

expert experience, rules of thumb, or brute force search. On the 703

contrary, we view this issue as the global derivative-free opti- 704

mization of an unknown (nonconvex) black-box function and 705

utilize the Bayesian optimization procedure proposed by [40] 706

with its accompanying Python package “Spearmint” to auto- 707

matically optimize the performance of the ANTLER algorithm 708

for a given problem. This process is fully automated and can be 709

parallelized for computational efficiency during training time. 710

Bayesian optimization has been shown to outperform other 711

global optimization algorithms for tuning parameter selection 712

on several multimodal black-box functions [41]. For further 713

details on the Bayesian optimization, readers are referred to 714

Snoek et al. [40] and the references therein. 715

IV. SIMULATION STUDIES 716

In this section, we evaluate the ANTLER approach with 717

simulated varying-size unstructured 3D point clouds against 718

three benchmark methods. The common data characteristics 719

are as follows: (i) the parts are measured and represented by 720

unstructured point clouds of varying size, and (ii) the goal 721

is to develop a model to link the point cloud inputs with a 722

scalar or vector response. In the simulation studies, we will 723

use two guiding examples to illustrate these characteristics: 724

In the example of waveform surfaces the surface roughness 725

serves as a response. For the conic shapes, we predict the 726

roundness error. 727

Following Yan et al. [7], we consider a wave-shaped surface 728

and truncated cones to generate point cloud objects. We sim- 729

ulated N structured point clouds as training samples Xi , i = 730

1, . . . , N with M measurement points. The simulated data are 731
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Fig. 8. Examples of generated wave-shape surfaces.

generated according to Xi = M+Vi+Ei or in tensor notation732

as X =M+V + E , where X is a tensor combining the Xi ’s,733

M is the mean of the point cloud data, V is the variational734

pattern of the point clouds, and E is a tensor of random noises.735

The noise is generated as white (iid) noise with Ei ∼ N (0, δ2).736

To simulate unstructured point clouds Xu
i and generate a737

response with a varying number of measurements points,738

we apply the following procedure: 1) random subsampling is739

used to select mi out of M points, where mi is determined by740

a uniform distribution (i.e. mi ∼ U [ml, mu]) with a respective741

lower bound (ml) and an upper bound (mu) on the number of742

measurement points. 2) Furthermore, we obtain three sorted743

lists of the 3D point clouds according to each of the three744

coordinate values individually and select the mr
6 points with745

the smallest and the largest values respectively from each of746

the lists to obtain mr < mu points in total. This will lead to747

an “extreme value” subset point cloud denoted by X S,u
i and748

result in areas with different point densities. 3) The vector749

regression response Yi is computed by applying a nonlinear750

function f on the unstructured point clouds X S,u
i of varying751

size (i.e., Yi = fr (X S,u
i )).752

A. Wave-Shape Surface Point Cloud Simulation753

Surface point clouds have important applications in surface754

prediction for precision manufacturing. Therefore, we simulate755

surface point clouds in a 3D Cartesian (x, y, z) coordinate756

system, where 0 ≤ x, y ≤ 1. The corresponding zi1,i2 values at757 (
i1
I1
, i2

I2

)
(i1 = 1, .., I1; i2 = 1, .., I2 with I1 = I2 = 1, 000) for758

the i -th sample are stored in the matrix Xi , which is generated759

by X = V+E . The variation patterns of the point cloud surface760

V are generated according to V = B ×1 U(1) ×2 U(2) ×3 Z,761

where two mode-3 slices of B ∈ R
3×3×2 are generated as762

B1 =
⎛
⎝

4 1 0
1 0.1 0
1 0 1

⎞
⎠ and B2 =

⎛
⎝

1 2 0
1 3 0
1 0 0.2

⎞
⎠. Furthermore,763

three basis matrices U(k) = [u(k)
1 , u(k)

2 , u(k)
3 ] are selected with764

u(k)
α = [sin

(
πα
n

)
, sin

(
2πα

n

)
, . . . , sin

(
nπα

n

)]T , α = 1, 2, 3. The765

input matrix Z is sampled from a normal distribution N (0, 1)766

[7]. Three examples of the generated surface point clouds are767

shown in Fig. 8.768

An important application of 3D point clouds is the parame-769

terization of surface roughness based on microwave remote770

sensing [42]. The obtained surface roughness is an important771

indicator in the modeling of surface dynamics, such as soil772

erosion or runoff estimation [42], [43].773

Therefore, we compute the surface roughness Ra based774

on point cloud data to serve as a regression response. First,775

a reference plane is defined as z = β0 + β1x + β2 y, where776

x , y, and z are spatial coordinates in R
3 and the vector of777

plane coefficients β = [β0, β1,β2] is obtained via orthogonal778

Fig. 9. Examples of generated truncated cones.

distance regression. In particular, β = (
XTX−δ2I

)−1
XTz, 779

where X is the design matrix of x and y coordinates and δ 780

is the smallest singular value of the augmented matrix [Xz]. 781

By scaling the normal vector n to unit length, the orthogonal 782

point-to-plane distance D j is computed as the positive inner 783

product of the observation vector vi and the unit normal 784

vector nu as D j =
∣∣nu · v j

∣∣, j = 1, . . . , mr . Finally, the 785

surface roughness response is calculated as Ra,i = Yi = 786√
1

mr

∑mr
j=1

(
D j − D̄

)2
[44], which is a nonlinear function of 787

the input point cloud X S,u
i . 788

B. Truncated Cone Point Cloud Simulation 789

In manufacturing applications, conic shapes are commonly 790

used as a reference object for problems such as part-to-part 791

variation pattern identification [45] or process control [7]. 792

Therefore, following Yan et al. [7], we simulate truncated 793

cone point clouds in a 3D cylindrical coordinate system 794

(r, φ, z), where φ ∈ [0, 2π] and z ∈ [0, 1]. The corresponding 795

r values at (φ, z) =
(

2π i1
I1

, i2
I2

)
, i1 = 1, .., I1, i2 = 1, . . . , I2 796

with I1 = I2 = 100, 000 for the i -th sample are recorded 797

in the matrix Xi . Furthermore, the variation patterns V of 798

the point cloud surface are generated according to r(φ, z) = 799

r+z tan θ√
1−e2 cos2 φ

+ c
(
z2 − z

)
. Three different settings (0.9×, 1×, 800

and 1.2×) of the normal conditions θ0 = π
8 , r0 = 1.3, e0 = 801

0.3, c0 = 0.5 corresponding to the different angles of the cone, 802

radii of the upper circle, eccentricities of the top and bottom 803

surfaces, and different curvatures, respectively. A full factorial 804

design is used to generate training samples from different 805

coefficient combinations. Four examples of the generated 806

surface point clouds are shown in Fig. 9. 807

An important quality characteristic of conic or cylindrical 808

shape applications, such as hot steel rolling [46] or orthopaed- 809

ical implants [47], is the roundness error of the manufac- 810

tured parts. However, the application of the minimum zone 811

tolerance (MZT) method, which provides the most accurate 812

estimation of the roundness error, is computationally intensive 813

[48]. However, the proposed ANTLER framework can directly 814

estimate such quality characteristics based on a point cloud 815

input. Therefore, we will utilize the MZT method to compute 816

the quality response in this simulation study via a nonlinear 817

function fr (·) in the following way. Given a circumferential 818

line r(x, y, φ), the roundness error R(x, y) is defined by 819

R(x, y) = OC(x, y)− IC(x, y), (x, y) ∈ Er(x,y,φ), (6) 820

where OC(x, y) and IC(x, y) are the radii of the reference 821

circles of center (x, y) derived by n finite measurement points 822
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and Er(x,y,φ) is the area enclosed by r(x, y, φ):823

OC(x, y) = max
φi=1× 2π

n ,i=1,...,n
r(x, y, φi) (7)824

IC(x, y) = min
φi=1× 2π

n ,i=1,...,n
r(x, y, φi) (8)825

Finally, the average roundness R̄(x, y) over all circumferential826

lines is used as the response Yi .827

C. Benchmarks and Data Preprocessing828

In this section, we will compare the proposed ANTLER829

framework with three existing methods.830

From the field of tensor regressions, we will use the Multiple831

Tensor on Tensor (MTOT) regression [10] as a benchmark.832

To make these methods applicable for unstructured point cloud833

data, we will use the binary sampling tensor D obtained from834

the raw measurement point cloud in order to make the data835

structured and applicable to the MTOT method. We note, that836

this method heavily favors the MTOT method since it utilizes837

the efficient representation and Algorithm 1 of our proposed838

framework. The MTOT framework by itself could not handle839

the unstructured, varying-size 3D point cloud inputs directly.840

As a nonlinear tensor regression method, we utilize Tensor841

Regression Networks (TRN) [12]. Since the raw point clouds842

are not permutation invariant and the binary sampling tensor843

B was too sparse to produce meaningful results, similarly to844

the MTOT method we use the binary sampling tensor D as845

an input to this method.846

As a deep learning benchmark, we will use a modified847

PointNet++ architecture [25]. This method was originally848

designed for classification tasks but can be modified for regres-849

sion tasks by adjusting the output layers activation function850

from a normalized exponential (Softmax) to a Rectified Linear851

Unit (ReLU) function. In the remainder of this paper, this852

method is referred to as PointNet Regression (PointNetR++).853

From the area of graph convolution networks (GCN)854

for point cloud processing, we compare against the Grid-855

GCN[26], which was modified from its classification model856

to regression tasks (Grid-GCN-R).857

RepSurf-U [27] is the currently best performing method for858

single point cloud inputs on ModelNet40. This model uses859

a novel representation, that explicitly learns local structures860

in point clouds, which is the most related to our regression861

task. We only modify it from classification to regression tasks862

(RepSurf-U-R).863

Furthermore, we will use a classical machine learning864

benchmark to evaluate our proposed algorithm. Previous865

research by Biehler [49] has compared multiple machine866

learning methods for regression tasks with unstructured point867

cloud input and concluded that Random Forest (RF) out-868

performs all other benchmarks. Therefore, we will only use869

the RF as a benchmark method in the simulation and case870

study. The features are extracted inspired by the “key to the871

PointNet approach” [1], which uses a symmetric function872

(e.g., maximum) to aggregate the information from point873

clouds. In particular, a min and max function was applied874

to obtain the 10,000 largest and smallest points of each coor-875

dinate axis. Several other ways of feature extraction such as876

covariance analysis of the distance-driven local neighborhoods 877

[50], Riemann graphs over local neighborhoods[51], multi- 878

scale and hierarchical point clusters [52], and a self-organizing 879

network for point cloud analysis [53] were also investigated 880

but yielded inferior results. 881

For 3D measurement acquisition devices, the number of 882

measurement points in different samples usually does not vary 883

by order of magnitudes. Since we chose the lower bound of 884

points as the number for subsampling, the resulting fixed-size 885

point clouds usually contain at least half of the original 886

measurement points. Therefore, the choice of subsampling 887

technique does not significantly influence the results. However, 888

more advanced subsampling techniques, such as important 889

support points [54] to find an “optimal” subsample from 890

weighted proposal samples, could be applied under extreme 891

measurement conditions. 892

D. Simulation Study Prediction Results 893

For each method, we compare the proposed method with 894

benchmark methods based on the Root Means Squared 895

Error (RMSE) calculated at different levels of noise δ and dif- 896

ferent sample sizes N. Table I reports the average and standard 897

deviation of RMSE obtained via 10-fold Cross Validation for 898

the simulation cases 1 (Waveform Surface) and 2 (Truncated 899

Cone), respectively. 900

In all cases, the proposed ANTLER framework achieves 901

state-of-the-art performance, reflecting the advantage of the 902

ANTLER method in terms of prediction accuracy. The perfor- 903

mance improvement is mainly due to the following three rea- 904

sons: (i) an efficient tensor representation of the point clouds, 905

(ii) a nonlinear Bayesian tensor decomposition, and (iii) 906

nonlinear regression models integrated by a unified VAE 907

framework. Furthermore, with an increase in δ, all methods 908

exhibit a larger RMSE and variance of the prediction results. 909

As the sample size increases, the deep learning-based 910

methods improve and the SNBTD regularization of the 911

ANTLER method is less effective than on small datasets 912

(N = 100 to N = 1, 000. On small to medium-sized 913

datasets, our joint ANTLER framework for decomposition and 914

regression enables the learning of small local features, most 915

correlated with the regression response. The superior perfor- 916

mance on small sample sizes is further enabled through the 917

Bayesian SNBTD regularization of the VAE-based ANTLER 918

framework. When the sample size increases the advantage 919

through regularization that promotes diversity in the latent 920

space diminishes. 921

The other benchmark methods cannot outperform the pro- 922

posed ANTLER due to their own limitations as follows: 923

(i) Even with significant help from our proposed point cloud 924

representation and Algorithm 1, the MTOT method and nonlin- 925

ear tensor regression methods such as TRN cannot handle the 926

unstructured nature of the point clouds effectively and relies 927

on the linear assumption. Therefore, it fails to capture the 928

complex, nonlinear relationships between unstructured point 929

clouds and a vector response. (ii) The deep learning methods 930

(PointNet++, Grid-GCN-R, RepSurf-U-R) fail to efficiently 931

represent the high dimensional input data as a low dimension 932
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TABLE I

RMSEs AND STANDARD DEVIATION (SD) FOR CASES 1 AND 2
(NOTE: BOLD INDICATES SUPERIOR METHOD)

manifold for small sample sizes. Due to the deep learning933

architecture, a very large number of parameters needs to934

be estimated from a limited number of samples leading to935

overfitting. Additionally, none of the architectures was inten-936

tionally designed for regression tasks. Only the RepSurf-U937

method explicitly tries to learn from local information, which938

explains its comparable performance on medium datasets939

(N = 10, 000). (iii) The Random Forest does not exploit the940

rich spatial information contained in point clouds by using941

a two-step approach, which does not consider the regression942

response during feature extraction. Additionally, the feature943

extraction fails to capture small local features highly correlated944

with the regression response.945

V. CASE STUDY946

In this section, a real case study concerning gears947

manufactured by micro gear hobbing is introduced and948

used as a guiding example for the use of the proposed949

Fig. 10. Gear measurement point clouds.

ANTLER methodology. Due to the high engineering tolerance 950

requirements, numerous manufacturing defects occur, causing 951

increased costs. However, in the current state of the art, the 952

quality of the final product, such as gear boxes, can only 953

be ensured through an end-of-line test bench or extensive 954

FEA simulations [55]. However, predicting the functional 955

characteristics of gears during cycle time is the cornerstone 956

of selective assembly and the optimization of gear noise 957

emissions. This is of particular interest in applications such 958

as automotive or medical engineering. 959

To advance the state of the art and achieve in-process quality 960

improvements (IPQI), the gears need to be measured during 961

the cycle time. Subsequently, based on the obtained point 962

clouds, the functional characteristics of interest need to be 963

predicted. By identifying defective parts in terms of their 964

engineering tolerance and function fulfillment, a more holistic 965

approach toward the identification of scrap and selective 966

assembly can be achieved. 967

A. Gear Dataset 968

The case study is based on 120 optically measured gears 969

as described in preliminary work by Gauder et al. [56], [57]. 970

The gears were measured in a climate-controlled measuring 971

room on an Alicona μCMM. The μCMM is a highly accurate, 972

purely optical, non-contact 3D micro-coordinate measurement 973

machine and enables the measurement of dimensions, position, 974

shape, and surface roughness. The results of the measurement 975

are three-dimensional point clouds, as shown in Fig. 10. 976

Due to the manual clamping, the orientation and rotation of 977

the measurement point clouds may not be aligned. To align 978

the point clouds, the CAD model is used as a reference, 979

and the rotation and translation matrix of the point clouds is 980

obtained via the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm [58]. 981

After the initial experiments, where the clamping process 982

was conducted manually, the clamping of the gears in the 983

measurement device will be automated, and the process of 984

alignment via ICP can be skipped. To obtain the transmission 985

error and eccentricity in both directions of rotation, the gear- 986

specific FEA software ZaKo3D is utilized [59]. Firstly, based 987

on the gear measurements (i.e., point clouds) and a master gear 988

representing the ideal gear design, finite element structures 989

are generated. Then the simulation applies a nonlinear finite 990

element model, which has been calibrated with real-world 991

testbench experiments. For details on this procedure for this 992

case study, we refer interested readers to Gauder et al. [60]. 993

Several outputs such as transmission error, loads, and 994

deflects on the tooth are computed. The FEA computation 995

time for one sample is approximately 2 hours, so much 996
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TABLE II

MEAN INFERENCE TIMES [UNIT: SECONDS PER SAMPLE] AND STANDARD
DEVIATION (IN BRACKETS) FOR CASE STUDY DATA

longer than the cycle time of approximately 3 minutes For997

further background on the nonlinearity of the simulation998

outputs, readers are referred to [61], [62]. In the remainder999

of this paper, the four response variables for the regression1000

framework are the following: the clockwise transmission error1001

(TE) and eccentricity (E) are denoted by Y1 and Y2, while1002

the counterclockwise TE and E are denoted by Y3 and Y4,1003

respectively.1004

While the different predictive models have different compu-1005

tational times during training time, the inference time during1006

testing is the determining factor for our application. We have1007

reported the inference times for the case study in Table II. The1008

corresponding hardware consists of a personal computer with1009

an Intel Core vPro i7-7600U and 16GB RAM.1010

All deep learning methods (including our VAE-based frame-1011

work) enjoy fast inference time during the forward pass1012

through the network for a given test sample. MTOT is the1013

only method not based on deep learning. Therefore, it is an1014

outlier in terms of inference time since it needs to solve an1015

optimization problem at test time.1016

The main factor for the inference time is the pre-processing1017

of the raw 3D point clouds. For the deep learning benchmarks1018

(PointNet++, Grid-GCN, and Rep-Surf-U), the point cloud1019

data needs to be up- and down-sampled to a fixed size to deal1020

with the varying size of measurement points in each sample.1021

For our ANTLER method and the tensor regression methods1022

(MTOT and TRN) the data needs to be represented as voxels1023

and Algorithm 1 needs to be applied to obtain the input for1024

the models. For the RF we extract min- and max features as1025

described in Section IV C.1026

The cycle time in the gear application is 4 minutes and1027

therefore, all methods (besides MTOT) satisfy in-process1028

prediction requirements.1029

During the processing of the raw point clouds, the origin1030

and z-axis orientation are assumed to be fixed for each point1031

cloud. For the alignment of point clouds, we propose two1032

strategies depending on the measurement setup: In controlled1033

environments, where the measurement objects can be approxi-1034

mately aligned before each measurement, the point clouds can1035

be used directly. If no alignment of subsequent samples can1036

be guaranteed, the ICP method can be adopted for alignment1037

of the point clouds.1038

Fig. 11. Boxplots of RMSEs for predicting the functional response using
our ANTLER framework and six benchmarks.

B. Case Study Prediction Results 1039

To develop a predictive model, perform 10-fold cross- 1040

validation (CV). In this paper, we compared the same six 1041

benchmark methods as the simulation study, random forest 1042

(RF), Multiple Tensor-on-tensor regression (MTOT), Tensor 1043

regression networks (TRN), and the deep learning methods 1044

PointNetR++, Grid-GCN-R, RepSurf-U-R. Fig. 11 depicts 1045

the boxplot of root mean squared errors (RMSE) obtained 1046

over 120 measurements for the proposed method and the 1047

benchmarks. 1048

The results show the superiority of the proposed ANTLER 1049

framework in comparison to six benchmark methods. On aver- 1050

age, across all CV scores and response variables, the 1051

RSME of the ANTLER method is 258.5%, 285.6%, 562.8%, 1052

424.7%, 308.1%, and 282.55% smaller than the respective 1053

benchmark methods MTOT, RF PointNetR++, Grid-GCN-R, 1054

RepSurf-U-R, and TRN, respectively. The deep learning meth- 1055

ods, exhibit a high variance due to the small sample sizes 1056

and complexity, and the nonlinear structure of the learning 1057

task, which leads to overfitting. The tensor regression methods 1058

MTOT and TRN enjoy a significant advantage by using our 1059

sampling tensor D obtained by Algorithm 1 as an input. 1060

ANTLER predicts the vector response more accurately, cap- 1061

turing the complex nonlinear relationship by exploiting the 1062

information in unstructured point clouds of varying size in 1063

a simultaneous and disciplined manner. The results make a 1064
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case for point cloud modeling in complex, nonlinear regression1065

settings.1066

VI. CONCLUSION1067

Discriminative models for unstructured point cloud data1068

are an emerging research area, with applications in smart1069

manufacturing, geological surveying, or autonomous driving1070

due to the capabilities of 3D scanners in accurate shape mod-1071

eling. To address an important industry problem and several1072

research gaps in the processing of unstructured, varying-size1073

point clouds, we proposed a novel ANTLER framework. This1074

approach directly uses the entire information contained in1075

the high-dimensional unstructured point cloud with varying1076

sizes, structures it as a binary tensor, utilizes a balanced1077

sampling strategy, and further employs efficient algorithms for1078

simultaneous tensor decomposition and nonlinear regression.1079

Two simulation studies and a real-world case study illustrate1080

the effectiveness of the proposed approach for in-process func-1081

tional prediction based on an unstructured 3D point cloud input1082

of varying sizes. Future work could extend this framework to1083

the detection and classification of multiple types of surface1084

anomalies. Moreover, the application of the high-level idea to1085

other tensor learning problems (e.g., nonlinear multiple tensors1086

on tensor regression) is a promising direction. Finally, tensor1087

completion or robust tensor estimation techniques could be1088

applied to explicitly handle missing values or noise in the1089

input point clouds.1090
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